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Bootstrap templates for landing page

Start BootstrapFree Bootstrap themes that are ready to customize and publish. All our themes are built with Bootstrap 4, MIT licensed, and updated regularly! A premium Bootstrap UI KitA one page freelancer themeA page creative themeA premium Angular 9 UI KitA versatile one page themeA clean, functional landing
page themeA stylish Bootstrap portfolio theme coming soon landingpageA simple one page site templateAn app landing page includes SB Admin Pro and SB UI Kit ProIncludes SB Admin Pro Perpendicular and SB UI Kit Pro Angular Landing page templates always need to meet the current trend and its goals. Finding a
template with such premium features for free is not an easy job. Although there are hundreds of free Bootstrap landing page templates available out there, most of them won't give you a contemporary design. We in this list have collected some of the best free Bootstrap landing page templates after trying more than
hundreds of landing pages. The following are the most important elements you need to use to make any landing page effective. Make the title on your landing page look like the campaign name. Use subtitles to support the main heading and provide additional information about the product. Highlight your unique selling
point and get a few points to revolve around the unique sales argument. Make special video or images of the product that acts as a hero point on the landing page. Clearly note the features of the product via interactive diagrams or by simply using bulletins. Use credibility elements. Testimonials are the most effective
elements to increase your credibility. Call buttons must be provided in the header and footer. Best Free Bootstrap Landing Page Templates In this free Bootstrap landing page templates collection, we have collected the template that follows these basic structures. So you don't have to worry about arranging the segments
for a better result. To say that, let's get into the free Bootstrap landing page collection templates. Easy Easy is one of the best business and landing site services templates. The attractive modern design of this template will get today's user attention easily. Each episode is smartly designed so you can explain your brand
clearly to the audience. Plus, the credibility building elements like the review carousel and featured brands that use your services will help your new brand the recognition it deserves. Lots of vector characters are there in the standard design. You can add micro interactions to the characters if you want. Since landing
pages need to hook the user's attention within a short period of time, adding interactive animations will help you get the desired results. Info/Download Demo Bold Bold template will help you make a striking landing page for your apps and services. The creator has understood today's audience clearly and designed this
landing page. Hence, you can see an easily digestible content structure directly from the Footer. For example, a video link is given space at the title name section of the home page, and just below the video you have space to showcase your product and the brands that use your app/services. The default layout for this
landing page first builds trust, the user learns your product, and then asks them to try your services. Those who want to provide genuine services to their customers will find this template attractive. Info/ Download Demo Skater Skater is an elegant product landing page template. The creator has made this template for
skating products. If you are looking for a skateboard or scooter product landing page, then you can use this template as such without even making any changes. From the icons to the images, everything is related to the skateboard product, making this landing page a perfect example for a product landing page that
focuses entirely on the product. A separate video section is provided in the standard design itself. Even if you plan to run a raw HTML landing page, the latest HTML5 script in this template can handle multimedia content effortlessly. Info/Download Demo Landing Landing is one of the best free Bootstrap landing page
templates out there on the market now. With the fresh new design, this template gives you all the features and options you would normally expect on a landing page. Since this template uses the latest Bootstrap four frameworks you get a more flexible layout. This fully working template gives developers unlimited options
to customize and tremendously reduce their initial works to create a landing page. Although this landing page is designed for mobile applications, the icons used in this template are versatile enough to use for any type of website. In the pricing table, you have the option to highlight the most prominent package to your
users. In the title section, you have space to add a registration form. If a user comes to the landing page through a campaign, this form increases the risk of conversion. Info / Download Demo Inspire Inspire is a business site template by default. Because this template's home page follows the basic structure of a landing
page template, it makes a perfect fit for the landing page. The website helps you tell you about your product interactively using creative design and visual effects. Speaking of animation effects, this template uses subtle animation effects to make it the best choice for professional use. Just below the header, you have
room to explain each feature of your application in a vertically arranged option. The best part is the image on the left side changes synchronously when users choose different options. Other than the visual effects this template also gives you custom line icons to elegantly specify your web application features. If you're
looking for a feature-rich user dashboard for your web application, take a look at our dashboard template collection. Info / Download Demo Landerz Landerz a template for multipurpose landing pages. Bold texts and card elements allow website owners to neatly highlight the essential features. Without spending a lot of
time, users can quickly understand your feature and can get to your website. Call-to-action buttons are placed in the right places so you can easily redirect users to the corresponding pages. Horizontal lines and light &amp; dark color schemes help you nicely distinguish each section from the others. If you like to try new
HR tag designs on your landing page, take a look at our HTML hr CSS design collection. Info/Download Demo Booke If you are looking for a personal-brand boosing bootstrap landing page templates for your book release, this is the best option for you. The creator has not only given weight to the book but also to the
author of the book. The book author can address his audience and can provide a quick intro about the book. All elements are placed sensibly in this template to improve conversion rate. For example, a book purchase link is placed next to the title section, and a newsletter subscription form is placed near the footer
section. Take a look at our book mockups collection to create amazing images for your book launch site. Info / Download Demo Startup 2 From the name itself, you can understand that this template is made for new company launch. The creator has utilized full-screen design efficiently and present the content nicely to
the audience. Attractive yet straightforward animation effects make this template livelier. Other important pages are also included along with the landing page design. If you like the whole design, then you can use the included inner side pattern to make a proper business website for your startup. Because this landing
page is primarily intended for startups, the creator has carefully designed the web elements to let you clearly explain your business clearly to the audience. Info/Download Demo Imagine Imagine is another business page landing page. The creator has smooth animation effects to explain your unique features interactively
with your audience. You can add micro animations to the vectors and elements to make your landing page even more engaging for your audience. Rating cards are placed near each feature to show how your unique features have helped your clients. For more interactive card design, take a look at our bootstrap card
collection. Since this template is made using the latest Bootstrap4 frame, you can use all modern elements and effects without any problems. Info/Download Demo Solmusic Solmusic is a trendy looking landing page template for music event sites. Modern web elements and trendy colors give a peppery look to this
template. The creator has used high quality vectors in the standard design itself, plus, they are included in the download file. Developers can easily work with this template and can make their dream website/landing page in no time. As in the Startup 2 template, this can be also has basic inner pages predesigned for you.
If you like to utilize this peppy design for your entire website, you can use the predesigned interior pages. Info/ Download Demo Oneschool Oneschool, as the name suggests, this target page template is made for educational institutions and online courses that offer websites. The first user sees on landing on the page is
the signup form, just below the heading section you have featured courses along with its pricing. Using free Bootstrap landing page templates with an uncomplicated design like this will convert more audience. Subtle animation effects are applied to the elements to make the user experience associate ditic sit-down to this
template. Required elements such as forms, call-to-action buttons, and campaign sections are provided in this template to make a powerful landing page. Info/Download Demo Amplify Amplify is a creative and modish looking landing page template for digital agencies and new startups. Large bold texts and bright colors
neatly accentuate the important features and services. Lots of white space is used in this template, which gives a clean look to the template. Plus it also makes interaction with the elements easier even on mobile devices. Although the design is trendy and eye-catching, the creator has kept the animation effects very
minimal. However, you can easily edit this template to add the features you want. Like most other free bootstrap landing page templates, this one is also made using the latest HTML5, CSS3, and Bootstrap 4 frameworks. Hence, developers can easily apply all modern design elements and animation effects in this
template. Info / Download Demo Eventalk From the name of the template itself, you can understand that this landing page template is made for events and conferences. Using a countdown timer in the header section clearly indicates the time left for the event to open or ticket sales are out of time. The creator has used
fonts of different sizes to nicely highlight and display the important content from the others. The vector icons add an extra layer of wealth to this premium-looking free landing page template. Tabs are used smartly to organize content and event schedules. Take a look at our Bootstrap tabs example for more interactive tab
design that you could use in this template to improve the user experience. Info/Download Demo Neutral The Neutral template is originally intended for law firms. With the help of modern interactive web elements, you can clearly explain your expertise, your reputation and the trust you have earned from your clients.
Because this template is made for professionals, the creator has given a solid business look to the template. In the top navigation bar, you have space to add a call-to-action button to request a quote. All basic elements and optimizations are made in this template so you can concentrate on adding the features and
elements want on the landing page. Info / Download Demo Slim If you are looking for bootstrap landing page templates for your fitness center, this one will be a great option for you. The standard design and color scheme of this template make it a perfect option for women's fitness centers. However, you can adjust the
design a bit and can use it for other types of fitness and yoga centers. If you are specifically making a website for yoga studios, take a look at our (free yoga site templates), which have all the elements and options you expect. Coming to this landing page template, the creator has used tabs and carousels to add more
content within the given space. Overall, Slim is a creative landing page template with all the necessary options and also gives you room to add the features you want. Info / Download Demo Gaas Gaas is a mobile application landing page, hence it has lots of elements related to it. But the friendly layout of this template
makes it a perfect option for other types of landing pages as well. Clear headlines and large images in the title section let the user clearly know in which page they are. Properly placed call to action buttons will guide the user to the necessary pages of your website. Images and videos are mostly used as the hero's
content on your landing page to clearly convey your message without taking much of the user's time. In this template, you have plenty of space to add your video and image content. Because it's an HTML5 template, you can add video content directly to this template. Tab interfaces are used to list information about
different services and products in one place. Trendy vector images are used in this template and the best part is that they are packed together with the template in the download file. Because all the assets used in this template are shared with you in the download file, you can work on it easily. Info / Download Demo
Appru Appru simple landing page template with all the elements you would normally need in a landing page. The boxy block-like design of this template allows you to add more information without disturbing other content. Since this template is primarily designed for the app landing page you have plenty of images related
to it. Speaking of application design, take a look at our iPhone mockups to create impressive presentation shots for your application. Lots of space is provided between each section so users can easily interact with the template. Since most of the email and social media campaign traffic is from mobile phones, having a
mobile responsive target page template gives a better result. Appru is a mobile responsive landing page template with all elements and features that are properly optimized for small-screen devices. Pricing tables are made long enough to clearly list all the features of a package or plan. Info / Download Demo Webhost
Webhost, as the name suggests this template is intended for web hosting websites. Although it is a multi-page template, the website design of this template has all the elements to make perfect landing page. Great Big and clear texts help the user to easily read and engage in the template. Animated counters are
provided to share some interesting statistics of your business. Useful tools such as domain name search tools with filter options are provided; that you can use to engage your visitors and also to collect some leads. Since this template uses the latest HTML5 and CSS3 framework, you can easily integrate this template
with your email marketing tools and other marketing automation tools. Subtle animation effects are used to provide an impressive presentation for users. The long home page design gives you plenty of room to list all your services in one place. Info/Download Demo Redplanet Redplanet is a perfect landing page template
for hotel companies. With the pristine clean design and smooth animation effect, you can explain all your services on one page. Because it's a landing page template, you only have one section to have your best room. But never worry about space constraints, the designer has given you plenty of room for photos. You
can clearly show off all your features with the given image space. In the title section, you have a widget to check the room's availability. The widget supports the calendar entry and it is fully functional. All you have to do is add the elements you want and start your landing page. Info / Download Demo Sportify Sportify is a
health and fitness related landing page template. The bold colorful design of this template let the user easily spot the essential features and offers in your gym. Since it is a CSS3 based website template all colors and animation effects are lively. In addition, you can also use your own colors to add your unique touch.
Letters are made bigger and bolder so that the user can easily read the content even on their mobile devices. If you're running social media campaigns, then it's better to use a mobile responsive landing page templates for optimal results. A stylish colorful pricing table is also provided in this template. You can add a call-
to-action button to the price table to allow the user to easily register in your training programs. Info/ Download Demo Lorahost Lorahost has an illustrative style design where you get plenty of icons to explain your business. Since this template is primarily intended for web hosting, all icons used in this are related to the
hosting niche. To stay on the professional scale, the designer has used only two colors in this template. Shadow and depth effects are cleverly used to highlight the important web elements by not making them look weird. Interactive tools like domain search tools are used in this template, which will increase the nest of
your landing page. By making some adjustments, you can apply this template to all types of landing pages. Info / Download Demo Umeet Umeet, from the name itself one can conclude that this is a landing page template for events. You can use this landing page for both entertainment and corporate events. The designer
has used used elements here and there to spice up the design and to set the festive atmosphere. The background is kept very simple so that the texts and colorful elements become more readable. At the title section itself, you have a call-to-action button for booking tickets. Overall, it's a smartly designed template with all
the necessary features you need to make a successful landing page for your event. Info/Download Demo Safario Safario is a creative landing page template for travel websites. With this pristine clear design and vibrant colors, you can let the user feel the holiday. Mostly colorful icons are used in this template to depict
the tourist attractions, this may be something you need to change based on the package you offer. There is plenty of space in this template to add more features. The code structure is also kept simple for easier customization, hence developers can easily work with this template. Info/Download Demo Nexus Nexus is a
professional looking clean landing page template for SAAS business and app launch. With large sections and bold texts, users can clearly interact and understand your product. Plenty of space is provided for you to add photos and screenshots of your product. Icons are used to explain the features of your product and
serve as a supporting element to the entire theme of the landing page theme. Call to action buttons are placed at the heading section and also in the top navigation bar to increase the chances of collecting the lead. With this template, you also get price tables, which are long and large enough to allow you to clearly
explain the features of each package. The rating section is made large enough so that you can add your client image to improve the credibility of your service. The designer of this template has used solid blue color and blue gradients, to neatly distinguish the important web elements from the rest of the design elements.
This is a multi-page template, although you need to use this template for your website. Info/Download Demo Snipp Snipp is a lively website template designed for creative agencies. Because this template is designed for creative agencies, you have plenty of modern web elements in this template. With interactive scrolling
effects, this template presents content engaging to users. To match the simple design layout of this template, the designer has applied light colors throughout the template. With the logical segmentation of this template, you can clearly explain your experience and performance to your users. In the title section you have a
great particle animation background, along with it you also have space to add texts and call to action buttons. Just under the heading section, you have room to add some of your best projects to brag about your experience and skills. Texts used in this template are bold and crispy so that the user can read it clearly even
in the small screen units. If you are running a social media marketing campaign, make your template for responsive is a must. This template is properly optimized for the mobile devices and tablets, so you don't have to worry about making it mobile responsive. Info/ Download Demo Bulkapp Bulkapp is a perfect landing
page template for product launches. Although this template is designed for app landing page, you can use it for other products as well. Design-wise this template follows a very simple design with almost zero animation effects. This simple design helps the page to load faster on all devices. In Google marketing's next
event, experts shared that for every second delay you miss a conversion of 70%. Using a simple landing page like this will increase the likelihood of getting new leads and customers. That said at the beginning of the post, using video content like the hero content will help the user understand your product better. The bulk
app template gives you room to add video content to this template. The bright gradient color scheme of this template gives an attractive look to the template. Another useful feature of this template is the price table. The designer has made the pricing table large enough to accommodate all the features and tags. You also
have a call-to-action button in the price table to take the user directly to the payment page. Because this template uses the latest HTML5 FRAMEWORK, you can easily integrate this template with modern tools. Info/ Download Demo Zeedapp Zeedapp is almost like the Bulkapp template mentioned above. Because both
templates are from the same creator, you can see some design similarities here and there. However, the zeedapp has its own unique features and options that Bulkapp will not have. The Zeedapp template is packaged with six landing side variations. Each variant has its own unique background options. If you need to,
you can go to a video background or simple picture background, the choice is yours. Along with the landing page template, you also have blog templates pre-designed for you. So if you wish to make this landing page template into a complete website, these blog templates will come in handy for you. All variations on the
landing page in this template have plenty of room for both text content and image content. So you can explain your product engaging to users. Just above the footer, you have a contact form with detailed contact information. If you make a landing page for a business like construction and restaurants, this contact section
will be useful to users. Info / Download Demo Prankton Just like the Zeedapp template, this one is also packed with various template variations. The Prankton template has three landing page variations and two blog page variations. With large sections and smooth animation effects, this template keeps visitors engaged
and improves conversion chances. This template gives you plenty of space for image and text content to help you present the content interactively to your users. Between sections you have parallax images give a lively feeling as users scroll down the web page. Space for video content is also provided in this template.



Because this template is an HTML5 template, you can add a video link or can directly add videos to the template. Call-to-action buttons are placed in the necessary places to direct users to the required pages. Info / Download Demo Sublime Sublime, as the name suggests it is one of the best awe-inspiring free bootstrap
landing page templates. The balanced use of different blue colors in this template makes this a unique and visually appealing landing page template in this list. In the current scenario, video content plays an important role in every marketing campaign. Having a space for video on your landing page helps your brand or
product reach your audience in an easy way. Keeping this in mind the creators of this template will allow you to add video link to your head. Since this is a multi-page template, you can also use this template for your own website. With this template, you'll get other subpages like blog, pricing, and tour. In the header, you
have the option to add login and signup options. Info/Download Demo Unlock Unlock is another free Bootstrap sidepage template in this list that uses the latest Bootstrap four frame. With the latest version of HTML5 and CSS3, this template could bring you trendy web elements and vibrant colors. As a whole, all of these
templates make visually striking and easy to use. In the title section, you have a colorful background and bold lyrics. You also have the option to add two call-to-action buttons to the header. Each segment on the website is differentiated with pure white and colorful backgrounds. Like most of the modern templates, this
one is also mobile responsive and speed optimized. Info/Download Demo Mosh Mosh is a trendy looking modern website template that has every ability to become an effective landing page. If you are an agency or an SAAS company you will find this template extremely useful. All you have to do is add your content and
kick-start your site. With the modern web elements and visual effects, this template meets the need for millennial visitors. This template gives you web elements like animated bars, scrolling effects, image sliders, and line icons. The unique element you find with this template is the interactive how we work section. In any
service that provides location or custom development companies the most viewed page or section, that's how we work. Experts suggest web owners to equally put more effort into how we work sections as the efforts they put into the website. The Mosh template gives you the how we work perfectly designed and
developed for you. Info/ Download Demo Onepro Onepro is an elegant professional website template. With the sleek layout and advertising elements, this template fits well with a landing page template. Key two sections of a landing page are clear headings with texts, and strong strong statement of arguments. The
Onepro template gives you this space in its template, so all you have to do is add your content and make the template reflect your brand. To help you explain products interactively to users, visual effects are used. Since this template uses font awesome icons you get lots of icons to choose from. Other useful elements
that you get with this template are image controls, animated skill fields, price table, and carousels. In the top bar you have space to add contact information, except that you get a separate contact section just above the footer. In the contact section, you also have an option to add interactive Google map. Info/Download
Demo Sierra Sierra is a modern website template with trendy colors and new shapes. Although this is an agency site template, the flexible layout of this template makes it a perfect fit for a master landing page. This landing page template is best suited for all types of campaigns, products, and services. With the long
website you have plenty of opportunity to add the entire section to explain your product and promote your business. The web elements used in this template are also customized to fit the overall creative design of this template. On the home page, you have bold lyrics to give a strong intro about your products, interactive
web elements to explain your product, and credibility elements as a testimonial. Gentle animation effects on web elements are the unique feature of this template. Because it's a multi-page template, you'll get plenty of web elements that are used in different pages, which can come in handy if you want to customize the
template for your landing page. Info / Download Demo Robotics Robotics is a landing page template for the service-enduring sectors. Because this template promotes services instead of a product, the Web elements and sections you get with this template are different from the other landing page templates. Though it's a
free landing page template you'll never feel it's cheap, all the features and options you get with this template give you a premium feel. With the trendy gradient color scheme this template gives you a lively feeling as soon as you enter the template. An important factor that most of the free landing page templates miss is
the hero shot. The hero shot is normally a picture or a video. In the current trend, videos are used as hero shots in many leading brand landing pages. It is a vector rich template in the demo version, if you can not find the apt vectors for your services, you can select images, this template can also manage images
effectively. Info / Download Demo Evento Evento, as the name suggests this is an event site template. Event landing page template is one of the toughest templates for your landing page to create. The template needs to fit the tone and style of the event and must also have all the elements to promote your event and
increase conversion results. Free Bootstrap landing page templates normally will give you this much functions to create an effective landing page for an event. But with Evento, you get all these premium features for free. With the clean design and great layout, this template can be used as a landing page template for any
event. One of the most common tricks most ticket selling pages use is to give users the feeling of operation. To achieve this, the Evento template uses an animated timer. On the pure white background, the bright red colors look attractive and get the user's attention in the right place. Overall, a perfect Bootstrap finish
page template for events. Info/ Download Demo Selene Selene is a pure modern landing page template. With the latest HTML5, CSS3, and Bootstrap framework, this template manages to deliver trendy colors, shapes, and gradients. Because this landing page is designed for the mobile application, the default elements
you get with this template are designed for your mobile applications. For app landing page this template can be used as such without any changes. Even if you want to customize the template you can easily do with this template because it uses the latest frame. The Slene template can also be used as a site template
because with this template you also get subpage predesigned for you. Other pages you get with this template are services, blog and contact page. Though it's a multi-page template you get a long website to help users get a complete overview of your products and services. Info/Download Demo Landing Landing is a
fresh new template in the free landing page templates collection. With the full-width design, this template gives you plenty of room to elegantly explain your services. The visual effects help you tell your services or product features interactively to your users. Each segment of the home page is differentiated by parallax
elements. The parallax effects give a lively feel to the template. To match the simple design of the template light line vectors are used. In the top navigation bar, you also have the option to add a call-to-action sign-in and registration button. This template gives you a strong intro and closing segment, which is a must in a
landing page template. Info/Download Demo Apps Apps is a colorful Bootstrap landing page template for the mobile application. The flexible design of this template makes it a perfect fit for any type of landing page. The unique feature of this template is trendy colorful vector icons. To match the overall colorful layout of
this template the vectors used are also colorful. Since this is an app target page template, you have interactive slider section to view the screenshots. The visual effects of this template are neat and elegant. Using the latest HTML5, CSS3, and Bootstrap frame template is made easy. Other useful features you get with
this template include price table, animated counters, and trendy gradient color scheme. Info/Download Demo Barber Barber is a target page template for salons and Being one of the most trend industries, lifestyle and fashion niches are the most competitive industry. As normal users also we see lots of ad campaign
running in these niches. Landing pages for these niches must be trendy and should also meet the needs of the millennial audience. With the barber's target page template, you get all these factors covered. All you have to do is add your content and integrate it with your lead capture system. With the large bold section,
this template gives you plenty of room to add your content nicely. To highlight the important functions drop shadow effects are used. On the clean white background, the drop shadow gives a fluid feel to the elements when you see the template on the big screen. The Barber template is optimized for mobile view so you
don't have to worry about reaching users in small screen devices. Info/Download Demo Fancy Fancy is one of the best free Bootstrap landing page templates for agencies and educational institutions. With the modern creative web elements and features, you can elegantly promote your services to your users. The logical
design of the template helps the user learn more about your product or services at a glance. By placing the web elements in the most appropriate positions this template increases the chances of converting visitors. With bold texts and great web elements this template, interacting with the template is easy even on the
mobile devices. The trendy colors give this template gives a peppy feel to the visitors. Other useful elements you get with this template are animated skill bar, custom line icons, carousels and parallax effects. Info/Download Demo CA App Landing CA App Landing page template is one of the best free Bootstrap landing
page templates out there on the web for quite some time now. Like most other free app target page templates, this template also gives you modern layout and creative web elements to promote your product. In the header you have a large colorful background with bold lyrics and call-to-action buttons. The best part is, in
the title itself you have a simple one line of signup form. If you're running a product launch campaign this feature helps you get more leads. Visual effects are used to highlight the important feature. Instead of highlighting a single function, this template uses the hover effect to highlight the option that the user wants to
know. Since this is an app target page template you get plenty of room to share your screenshots. Info / Download Demo Colid Colid is a feature-rich Bootstrap target page template. This template uses modern patterns and shapes to make your landing page unique from the other normal landing pages. Line icons are
used to elegantly capture the features and services for users. The quick, stylish animation effects keep users engaged in the template. Animation effects scale properly to meet professional landing page standards, so you don't get flashy web elements with this template. Hover Hover is used to highlight the function that
the user wants to know. Like most other free Bootstrap landing page templates, this one is also mobile optimized and is also cross-browser compatible. Info/Download Demo Susan Susan is almost similar to the colid landing page template mentioned above, but this template has a different layout. With the Susan
template, you get two variations, which is quite rare to find in a free Bootstrap templates for landing pages. The Susan template directly follows the conversion strategy. In the title section instead of collecting emails and other information directly allows you to add mobile application download link. With this template, you
have space to add hero shot as pictures as well as videos. Because this template uses HTML5 framework adding multimedia content is a simple job. Speaking of encoding, this template follows a premium template class well written code, developers will find it extremely easy to work with this template. Info/Download
Demo Glint Glint is a perfect target page template for the photography industry. With the album style full width design this template gives you plenty of room to add photographs of all sizes and orientation. Interactive scrolling effects help you provide a great intro about your product and services. Bold bright texts ensure
that users get every word correctly on both the small screen and big-screen devices. To give users a distraction-free experience the burger style menu is used. Along with promotional elements you also get credibility elements with this template. These elements help you increase trust among users. As a whole Glint is a
well thought out goalpage template for studios and agencies. Info/Download Demo MobApp As the name suggests MobApp is an app landing page template. If you make a landing page template for a brand that already has a audience base, then MobApp is the best option for you. Just under the heading section you
have room to feature your top most famous customers. All services that provide businesses and application-based companies use this strategy in their landing page to keep users anchored on the page as soon as they land on the page. Tabbed interfaces are used to explain the best features in detail to users. Other
useful features you get with this template are carousels, price table, and gallery sections. You have the option to include download options in both the top navigation bar and the footer to induce the user to try your application. Info/Download Demo Dup Dup is a simple Bootstrap landing page template. With the bright red
color scheme, this template gets user attention easily and the designers have also taken extreme care to no for making this template over flashy. Although this template is the boxed width, the edges are pushed almost to the edges, so users can't find any obvious difference in this template. To make the texts clearly
visible pure white background blocks are used. In the footer you have the option to add subscription forms and social media profile link. The Dup template uses HTML5, CSS3, and the Bootstrap framework. Info / Download Demo Demo
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